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THANK YOU TO ALL OUR
DELEGATES, SPEAKERS
AND PRESENTERS,
WHO SHARED THEIR
KNOWLEDGE, PASSION &
INSIGHTS.

WORDS FROM THE CHIEF DOER:
A CONFERENCE WRAP
Thanks to everyone who came to the inaugural Town Team
Conference 2018! We hope you enjoyed it and learnt a few things as
well. Here’s a quick wrap from me.
Feedback

Firstly, I want to thank the extremely hard-working team from
Upbeat Events and the extended team of amazing human beings who
made the Conference happen! Legends!

Thank you to everyone who provided feedback via the survey or via email. We scored a solid 8 out
of 10 for the Conference and received lots of ideas about how we can improve for next time. This
feedback is really important for us as we want to make this event the highlight of our year.

Thank you to all our speakers and presenters, who shared their
knowledge, passion and insights.

Thank you to the 32 local governments, government agency, university, organisations and
companies that sponsored the Conference! Your support made it all possible.

Sponsors

We particularly thank:

Conference Highlights

•

Presentation Partners: City of Vincent and Town of Victoria Park

There were lots of highlights, but we have received feedback from Conference attendees that these
things certainly made an impression.

•

Principal Partner: RAC

•

Venue Sponsor: Stirling Capital

•

Media Partner: Community News

•

Ingrid Cumming’s energetic welcome speech

•

Peter Sharp’s “stare in to a stranger’s eyes for 5 minutes” and dancing on stage. That’s not
something that happens at most Conferences!

•

Valli Morphett’s passion and ideas for working with communities across Australia

•

Marcus Westbury’s stories from Renew Newcastle and creating change in your place

•

Andy Sharp’s pep talk on Guerrilla Governance

•

Gilbert Rochecouste for (re)igniting our placemaking passion

•

The Chair of the first town team from outside Western Australia being at our first Conference

•

Lunch in the park with food trucks, couches and music

•

D.J. Dave Snyder and Jimmy Murphy tearing up the dance floor at the After Party at
Soggybones

Our Biggest Thank You! goes to the hard-working Town Team volunteers. You are amazing and
thank you for your dedication and efforts to improve your communities!
There has been a lot of interest in the town team model, Town Team Movement as an organisation
and involving the community in creating better places. These conversations and projects will be
something we can update you on next year.
If you are interested in town teams, creating better places or engaging your community, please
contact us as we’d love to continue the conversations.
We’ll see you again next year for another exciting, fresh and fun Conference/Festival!
DEAN CRACKNELL
Town Team Movement CEO and Chief Doer
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INTRODUCTION
Town Team Movement embarked on a major task to host our inaugral
conference on 14-15 September, 2018, aimed at bringing together
community members, government and absolutely everyone interested in
creating even better public places!

And we wanted to open a diaologue about the future... The future of local government, the future
of enabled communities and the future of great places. We believe town teams has the ability to
participate and play a major role in facilitating stronger place-led partnerships. So how exactly did
we frame our conference to open a better understanding about an aspirational future...
•

•

•

•

Part 1: The Place Program: The aim was to make it absolutely clear that citizens are alive
and more than capable of redeveloping town centres and expressing a strong narrative! And
impressive case studies were provided, such as Renew Newcastle, which used a grassroots
approach and community resources to rebuild a disillusioned town centre into a thriving and
inspirational heart of the City.

SO WHAT DID TTM LEARN?
Hosting a conference is not easy.
But very rewarding. As a new organisation we set ourselves a few goals to expand the reach of
Town Team Movement, raise discussions regarding town teams and better understand what we can
do to assist the positive future of communities and town centres. A few more things...
•

The support from government, private industry and community was absolutely amazing and
blew us away!

•

Delegates really enjoy participating in discussions, activities and learning practical knowledge
to help create better places.

•

Town team volunteers can benefit a lot from just being in a room together and we can help
even more by understanding road blocks and the hurdles to making things happen.

•

Part 3: Bringing it Home: This was more of a thank you for lasting an entire day with us
and reiterating some of the key take home messages. We are all part of this story and we look
forward to continuing the journey ahead together and learning from each other and what
other great people are doing across the world!

Community groups go through ups and downs and finding energetic people all the time can
be challenging. How can Town Team Movement help to find to not just re-energise groups,
but assist with stewardship and sustainable leadership?

•

Part 4: Town Team Long Table Lunch: Town Team volunteers do a lot. And this was an
opportunity to say thank you, provide some new necessary tools relevant to granf funding and
leave a lot of time to chat and help each other out with lessons learnt.

Governments are really interested in a more participatory and a place-led approach. But
change is not easy or straightforward and we need to expect some mistakes will be made along
the way.

•

We are all in this together. And we need to remember this. #Dothething.

Part 2: Choose Your Own Adventure: The decision was made very early that there is
far too many topics to discuss and that different people may wish to have more intimate
conversations with like-minded people on a range of ideas. Breaking people into smaller
groups and asking everyone to move around, meet new people, and chat about new ideas was
aimed at creating stronger engagement and discussions of specific topics.
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NEVER DOUBT THAT
A SMALL GROUP
OF THOUGHTFUL,
COMMITTED CITIZENS
CAN CHANGE THE
WORLD INDEED, IT’S
THE ONLY THING
THAT EVER HAS.
MARGARET MEAD

•
•
•
•

Great places come from organic experiments
A city is something we make by our actions
We discover what works by doing it
Renew- and hopefully your Town Teams- is 		
about rolling our sleeves up and doing it.

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY GUERRILLA BUREAUCRACY?

GUERRILLA
noun
referring to actions or activities performed in an impromptu way, often
without authorisation.

BUREAUCRACY
noun
exessively complicated administrative procedure.

Marcus Westbury - Community & Creative outcomes

Andy Sharp - Guerilla Bureaucracy

Formula for Success
Dream x Objectives x Enquire = Result

DxOxE=R
At the end of the day, this will only work if you’re a

DOER

“We are inventing this as we go”
...which is one of the most exciting things anybody could ever
be involved in

Remember it’s situational
Dr David Galloway & Dr. Gaye Mackenzie
Anthony Vuleta - Local Government Getting Out Of The Way
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Town Teams:What Do You Do When The Boundaries Disappear?

SPEAKER HIGHLIGHTS
1.5 Days + 43 Speakers + 6 Venues + 2 MC’s + 1 dance floor + Countless Activations
= A lot of lessons learnt (and possibly a few headaches)
Here are just a few key messages from our speakers:
•

It’s about the LAND, the PEOPLE and the stories.

•

PEOPLE are realising that there are problems that can’t be solved by government or individuals – we have to
solve them together in our local area. We are rediscovering community with all its richness and spontaneity. We
are discovering “US”.

•

It is the creation of, and being part of, the story that is the glue that binds us together.

•

There will always be hurdles and people telling you ‘computer says no’. Mistakes will be made and that is okay.
Getting stuff done and being a doer is not easy, but making it happen and bringing people together does make
the journey worth while.

•

Invite people to make it happen (give responsibility)

•

Foster a culture that wants to create a great place

•

They presented this evidence to council, who approved a permanent dog park for Brooklyn after years of
political back and forth. The community built positive working relationships with key council staff, and trust that
council was willing to enable and support them. The community is now holding local coffee cart mornings, and
using them to plan for future events. The reputation of the area is slowly beginning to shift, and friendships made
through the project continue to grow.

•

What does it mean to get out of the way (LG)? Wear the hat of facilitator not just regulator

•

Tap into the community’s wisdom

•

Say ‘YES’ first then support and challenge ideas

•

Planning is an important component to any placemaking project. It is an essential starting point in any good
process. But too often we see planning work go no further than the office shelf. That’s why we love matching
planning with action and applying an enabling lens to the work we do.

How can you use your unique gifts and abilities to inspire “connection” in your community?
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MEDIA ENGAGEMENT

A huge part of our conference strategy was to raise awareness of Town Team Movement, its valued sponsors
and most importantly, the benefit in (re)connecting communities across Australia.
Engagement across a range of media outlets allowed us to achieve our goal and the highlights below provide
a snapshot summary of the social, print and online reach of our conference communications campaign.

Editorial and Radio Engagement Summary

26

PIECES OF COVERAGE

110

SOCIAL SHARES

133K

LISTENERSHIP

103K

WEEKLY LISTENERSHIP
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28.2M

ONLINE READERSHIP

53

AVERAGE
DOMAIN AUTHORITY

118K

ESTIMATED
COVERAGE VIEWS

938K

CIRCULATION

SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY
TTM PAGE
Page
Page Likes 265 to 568 (114% growth)

The Campaign’s Content Strategy was to create audience-relevant content and video to
populate the Town Team Movement Page, its sponsors and the Town Team Movement
Conference Event, along with parallel content suitable for Instagram. Some on-sharing
was administered to Twitter. All content would be created in such a way as to develop a
relevant audience and encourage engagement.
The Town Team Conference campaign delivered very well across all social platforms. These platforms saw an impressive
increase in reach and consistent engagement, which combined to deliver a reach of 65,3600 on Facebook and a reach of
5,353 on Instagram over the campaign period. Data also indicates that the level of comments, shares and engagement
triggered a viral reach of 1,030,078.

Posts
• 68 Posts
• Unique Post reach 39,390
• Viral Reach (tiggered by action of a friend or friend of a friend) 1,030,078
• Total post impressions 64,942
Video Publishing
• 19 videos published to the page
• 212 likes, 26 shares
• Viewed 7759 times, on-shared 26 times as page-published posts
• Total Unique reach of video on TTM Page 23,963
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DELEGATE FEEDBACK

Following our conference a survey was sent to all delegates. 88 responses were received. A summary of
your feedback is provided over the next few pages.

What rating would you give the Town Team
Movement Conference 2018?

Which of the following activities or services would you be
willing to pay to use or attend in the future?
Annual
conference
Workshops or
events
Town team how
to guides
An online place
innovation hub
Consulting
services
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What rating would you give the atmosphere
and vibe?

DETAILED FEEDBACK
What did you enjoy most about
the conference?

How can we improve the
conference next year?

How can town teams be better
supported?

•

The conference was developed with local
passion and showed throughout the day

•

•

Assistance with annual insurance

•

•

The diverse format - a fresh and innovative
approach to hosting a conference

Evaluation and professional development to
increase social impact

•

The energy and enthusiasm from everyone
including speakers, organisers and staff.
It was great to see so many people in
one room who care about the future of
communities and places.

•

Movement out of your seat, connection
with others and sharing of ideas

•

Information and application of larger
programs, including Renew Newcastle

•

Hearing from progressive thinkers

•

All the little surprises and exploring the
West End Precinct

•

The commitment to practising what you
preach in the delivery of an activated lunch

Broaden the reach of delegates and target
other NFP’s, youth communities, places at
risk and the outer suburbs

•

More ice breakers and networking
opportunities

•

•

Less speakers with a greater focus on
practical solutions, case studies and
techniques. Include question time and
deeper discussions

A guide to managing volunteers and
transition of new members and new
committees

•

Project sharing database and networking
opportunities

•

Supporting ideas and development to
create a more diverse representation of
a community within the Town Team
environment

•

Improving diversity in the conversations
and spaces we have

•

Coffee catch-ups on a Saturday

•

Additional topic ideas may include
generations of community services, housing
affordability in town centres, sustainability,
regional place making, greater focus on
empowering community, volunteering and
avoiding burnouts, promoting inclusion
and diversity.

•

More opportunities to chat with speakers

•

More Town Team stories

IT WAS GREAT
TO SEE SO MANY
PEOPLE IN ONE
ROOM THAT
CARED ABOUT
THE FUTURE OF
COMMUNITY AND
PLACES.
CONFERENCE DELEGATE
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#

FUTURE ACTIONS

Action

How?

When?

Get involved!

Evening and/or coffee catchup events hosted at various
town team venues.

Throughout
year

Are you a Town Team
with a lesson you would
like to share or discuss an
issue you are having issues
completing?

Host a workshop with Town
Teamers, facilitate discussion
and publish results for
comment. Develop a short,
medium and long term plan.
And Action!

To be
completed by
July 2019

Are you a town team
member and interested in
getting involed?

Report with leading insurance
agencies and investigate
different options for Town
Teams and LG’s

To be
completed by
February 2019.

Do you have any advice
that may be able to help
us out?

Develop an online platform to
support a place-led governance
approach.

To be
Do you have useful web
completed
links and resources to
September 2019. share? Get in touch!

An online platform has been
established at www.townteams.
com.au. Register today!

On-Going

Please send us your
feedback so that we are
able to continue updating.

Interactive PD events during
office hours with guest
speakers.

Two events per
year.

Have you identified
specific issues that
make it difficult to
enable community-led
activation?

7. Host an Annual Conference

Build on initial conference and
feedback received.

September 2019

Would you like to get
involved in helping
to organise the next
conference?

8. Investigate purchasing a Town Teams

Undertake a crowd funding
program to purchase essential
items.

May 2019

Do you have resources
that you are willing to
donate or practical ideas
for events?

1. Host a series of Town Team Events
to learn from each other and address
practical issues

Town Team Movement is committed to the
support and growth of town teams across
Australia and New Zealand. The 2018
conference was the first opportunity to really
bring everyone together in a big room /
warehouse to talk about a new perspective
regarding the future of communities and
managing places to life!

2. Facilitate a Town Teams engagement

Based on your feedback and the lessons learnt
from speakers and on-going discussions, here
is a list of actions Town Team Movement is
committing to over the next 12 months:

5. Develop a Town Team Resource

workshop to better understand how TTM
can support volunteer members and
address common issues.

3. Investigate insurance options for Town
Teams

4. Develop a Place Innovation Hub for
LG’s with place-related online resources.

Hub with how to guides and general
information to support community
members.

6. Host a series of Local Government
Place Enabling workshops to make it
easier for community to facilitate projects
an build partnerships.

Event Trailer with common resources to
make connecting with your community
easier.

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT TOWN TEAMS?
SAY HELLO, GET IN TOUCH!

Town teams are a model for empowering local communities and creating
vibrant, sustainable and successful places. Town teams provide vision,
leadership and are catalysts for positive change in their local area.

GET SOCIAL
www.facebook.com/townteammovement
PLACES

CONTEXT

@TownTeamMovers
CHARACTER
& IDENTITY

@townteammovement

CONTACT INFO
P.O. Box 376 Mt Hawthorn 6016

BUSINESSES &
LANDOWNERS

CULTURES

TOWN
TEAM

+61 468 381 745
hello@townteams.com.au
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LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS

RESIDENTS

THE 2017 FUTURE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT
DECLARATION... THIS IS WORTH REITERATING!
The 2017 Future of Local Government National Summit declared
that:
“Across the world people are concerned about the apparent inability of
governments, business and public institutions to address the economic,
social and environmental challenges of the 21st Century. Our present
ways of thinking and governing are neither coping with the pace of
change nor meeting citizens’ expectations.
There is an urgent need for a fresh approach and responsive leadership.
(Australia is) struggling with economic upheaval, rising inequality, loss
of social cohesion, increased rates of loneliness and mental illness and
serious environmental threats, notably climate change. Many Australians
are losing faith in our basic democratic institutions and withdrawing
from active participation in civic and cultural life.
It’s time to explore a new model of governance, one based on a reenergised civil society that draws on the strength and resourcefulness of
people working together in diverse local and regional communities – a
localist response.”
https://www.mav.asn.au/what-we-do/sector-development/ future-oflocal-government
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